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Fill vat with 1/4” - 1/2” of water

Skim vat with newspaper strip

create ink solution create soap water solution

starting FORMULA:
1 tbl water +
1 drop dish soap

starting FORMULA:
2 tsp BLACK ink + 
3 drops photo-flo

mix with brushes & Wipe excess liquid off

Prepare Your Materials!

Suminagashi: Japanese Marbling
By Linh My Truong // Illustrations by Josh Dunn
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Gather your supplies 1
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Dip the tip of the brush to touch surface 
of water (no more than 1/16” deep)

Hold brushes so they are vertical

Blow with your breath for 
directional movement

Alternate brushes to create 
concentric circles

Using Air: Fan the image to create 
shaky lines

Use a straw for dramatic effects

Ready to Marble!
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Use a strand of hair or cat’s whisker for 
finer lines

Using a Stylus: Move a pin around to 
create lines and change flow of water  
(try a spiral or a zig zag!)

Using Isopropyl Alcohol (at least 
91%): Add to ink or use on its own

Using Linseed Oil: This will create streaks and bubbles in  
the ink

Dip brush and hold in water to 
increase effect

Experiment with Additives!
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starting FORMULA:
2 tsp ink +
8 drops linseed oil +
2 drops photo-flo

starting FORMULA:
2 tsp ink +
1 tsp alcohol
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Lay paper down slowly from corner to 
corner at a steady pace to avoid trapping 
air bubbles

Hold paper with hands on opposite 
diagonal corners and bow paper slightly

Troubleshooting: If ink is sinking, 
add more surfactant one drop at time

Alternate method for Japanese  
paper: Middle of paper first and both  
sides down slowly at same time

Lift paper out of vat and rinse off  
excess ink

If ink will not float at all, the vat has 
too much surfactant for the ink to flow 
and must be dumped

MAKE A PRINT!
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